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1. Introduction
Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) are a version of Petri
nets for the specification of asynchronous circuit behaviour.
As a first step in the indirect synthesis of a circuit corresponding to a given STG N , one usually constructs the
reachability graph (e.g. when using the tool petrify [3]) or
the step graph (e.g. using CASCADE [1]). A serious problem – state explosion – may occur when constructing such
a graph: the number r of reachable states (markings) may
become too large to be handled due to insufficient storage space or too long CPU times. To avoid state explosion, one could try to decompose the STG N into components Ci (and thus, the circuit into modules). The reachability graphs of the Ci , taken together, can be much smaller
than r since r might be the product of their sizes. Even if
this is not achieved, decomposition can reduce design effort and save circuit area. Where N may have to be synthesized by heuristic methods, its components Ci may even be
handled by exact methods yielding optimal results. Decomposition can also be useful aside from size considerations:
there are examples where N cannot be handled by a certain synthesis method, while its Ci can . It may also be possible to extract library elements; this is particularly valuable
for arbiters, which are difficult to design.
The decomposition algorithm [7] offers significant improvements over others, e.g. [2], [5]. In particular, there is
no restriction to live and safe free-choice nets or to marked
graphs, and labels are not required to occur only once. Also,
a formal proof based on a formal correctness criterion has
been given. Further improvement of [7] is given in [6],
which allows more STGs for real applications to be decomposed, and gives better results (smaller components).
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Figure 1. Modular design flow

2. DESI
DESI (DEcomposer of SIgnal Transition Graphs) is implemented based on the algorithm [6] [7] which starts with
a given partition of the set of output variables: each Ci is responsible for one block of the partition. The Ci s are then extracted from the STG by transition contraction and deletion
of redundant places 1 [7], as well as deletion of loop-only
and duplicate λ-transitions [6], care being taken to keep
only the relevant input signals, which may be global inputs or outputs of other components. Step by step examples
of STG decomposition can be seen in http://www.eit.unikl.de/beister/eng/projects/deco examples/main examples.
html.
DESI is suggested to be applied in modular design. In
our case, the modular design starts from an STG as specification. The STG is decomposed into components based on
1

Deletion of redundant places in DESI is restricted to deletion of looponly and duplicate places.

the output partition. Each component is synthesized separately, then the resulting modules are interconnected to form
a modular circuit. The overall design flow is shown in Fig. 1.
DESI is designed as part of CASCADE, which can forward results to other synthesis tools such as petrify and 3D
[8]. Based on the modular design flow, DESI together with
other tools completes the tool chain for a modular design
(see Fig. 2).
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Figure 3. Benchmark table
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Figure 2. Modular design tool chain
DESI is an academic tool which may be downloaded
from http://www.eit.uni-kl.de/beister/ger/projekte/projekte
wollo.html. Version 2 uses the algorithm from [7]. This version was presented in [4]. Version 3 is version 2 augmented
by the algorithm from [6]. Also DESI with risky strategy
(see [6] for more detail) included in these versions.

3. Experimental results
The examples in the benchmark table are taken from a
collection of benchmark examples that circulate in the STG
community. In the experiment, petrify is used to synthesize
the components. For each example in the table, we have the
number r of reachable states, the area a resulting from synthesis and the computation time τ needed for an Intel Xeon
2.2 GHz with 1 GB memory. The lower-case literals are
used for the original specification; the upper-case literals are
used for the sum of all components resulting from decomposition. Td is the time taken by DESI for decomposition,
Tp is the time taken by petrify for synthesizing all the components. In the arbiter example, the ME-element found by
DESI could not be synthesized by petrify (neither could the
original specification).
From the table, one could see that DESI gives the best
results if r is large. We obtained fewer reachable states,
less area, and less computation time. Even for small examples, we mostly need less computation time. DESI overhead is small in most cases compared to the computation

time needed for synthesis. With the risky strategy, we got
smaller number of R, but with the penalty that the components could not be synthesized by petrify.
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